
 

The Wainhouse Research Bulletin 

ONLINE NEWS AND VIEWS ON VISUAL COLLABORATION AND RICH MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS 
Happy New Year.  This is edition #1 of WRB volume #6 – our sixth year of publishing the 
newsletter.  We’ve seen a lot of companies and products come and go since 2000; and all of our 
archives are available on line, and searchable.  Check out wainhouse.com/bulletin/archives. 

As always, please feel free to forward this newsletter to your colleagues.  To be added to our 
FREE automated email distribution list, simply visit www.wainhouse.com/bulletin. 

 Andrew W. Davis, andrewwd@wainhouse.com 
  

Videoconferencing at the Consumer Electronics Show 
Viseon 

As pre-announced in the WRB (V5 #44) Viseon announced an IP videophone at the CES show, 
in partnership with Vonage.  Based on a digital signal processor from Texas Instruments 
(TMS320DM64x), the VisiFone “supports” wideband audio, H.264 video, and includes a built-

in analog terminal adapter (ATA) so that standard PSTN telephones can plug into 
the VisiFone and use the Vonage services.  (I must admit I’m not sure why 
anyone would want to plug a telephone into another telephone; why not use the 
VisiFone for the voice phone call?)   
Here’s What I Think.  Well, I have to start by saying that price and availability 
were not announced.  That’s why I have “supports” in the paragraph above in 
quotes.  Viseon is talking about delivery in Q1, but all else is vague.  The list of 
supported audio and video algorithms on the spec sheet (which also claims SIP 
and H.323) is likely to be relevant to a future product and not the first shipping 
device.  Viseon is a bit over the edge here; the photo of the device shows a 10.4” 
LCD display, but the first units to ship will sport 5.6” screens only.  The larger 
screen size delivery date is in determinant.  And where is the handset or dial pad? 

Videophones have been around for a while, so what makes the Viseon device different?  Three 
things.  1) Support for wideband audio, which I believe will really awaken consumer interest.  
2) H.264 video. 3) The videophone is bundled with a service.  I give Viseon credit here.  The 
public is probably not ready for telephone service without a telephone service company.  This is 
what has plagued consumer H.323 video for a long time.  So Viseon is taking the wise strategy 
road of selling the hardware strictly through a service company like Vonage who will take 
responsibility for making it all work.  And you can expect to see deals modeled after the cell 
phone industry; sign a long enough contract and the hardware is almost free.  This is a different 
market approach, one that we have anticipated for years (color me disappointed) to be adopted 
by the DSL and cable modem companies.  
One other angle to mention.  This is a very powerful DSP engine inside.  You could expect to 
see lots of added functionality over time.  Applications like streaming, video mail and standard 
telephony features.  And applications I can’t even imagine. 
Is seeing the same as believing?  I don’t know.  According to Viseon, “Believing is Seeing.”  
Let’s see if Viseon can deliver; then let’s see if Vonage can deliver.  Then I’ll believe. 
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Leadtek and France Telecom 
In another example of a hardware vendor partnering with a service provider, Leadtek Research 
and France Telecom announced at CES a large scale deployment of video telephony dubbed 
“MaLigne visio,” which doesn’t translate very well into English.  Not to malign the service in 

any way, MaLigne is based on an ADSL network service delivered over the same 
copper wires (at the same time) as standard POTS service, one of the advantages 
of ADSL technology.  The videophone connects to an ADSL modem, which 
connects to a standard phone jack.  Calls begin without video, and video can be 
activated or deactivated at any time by simply pressing a button on the phone.  
The Leadtek videophones also receive calls from any type of fixed or wireless 
phones for regular voice calls, just like a standard phone.  The service from FT 
provides customers with a free voice and video messaging service that allows 
users to retrieve voice and video messages from any other location.    
When customers subscribe to the MaLigne visio service, they are given a video 
phone number so they end up with two phone numbers on the same line (their 
regular phone number remains the same).  The Leadtek videophones can be 
purchased for around $260 U.S. (199 Euros) each when subscribed to the service, 

or they can be rented.  At launch, MaLigne visio will be available to about 75% percent of the 
French population. Pricing for the FT service itself was not announced, but is supposed to be in 
line with typical wireless services pricing. 

FWD Communications 
FWD Communications announced that pulver.Communicator, (now in beta test) the company’s 
software product that combines Internet-based instant messaging, voice, video, presence, and 
social networking in one application now interoperates with Skype, the popular VoIP service 
provider.   

Scotty and ACeS 
Scotty Group (the result of the 2004 merger between Motion Media and SCOTTY Tele-
Transport Corp) has announced compatibility between its Mobile videoconferencing system 
(supporting H.264) and the Aces regional satellite service available in Asia (up to 256kbps). 
Here’s What Stacy Thinks  stacy@wainhouse.com

I saw a demo of this in the Philippines - the IP offering has the advantages of a converged 
offering - unlike most satellite communications.  Scotty APAC has been working with ACES to 
co-develop this offering.  I have to say, though that the quality of the 64k call using Immarasat 
and Scotty equipment was much more impressive than the 128k call  I saw on ACeS. network.   

2005 Rich Media Conferencing Calendar 
WHEN & WHERE WHAT & WHO 

7-9 February, Paris France PUG European Global Interest Forum 
14-18 March, Singapore and Malaysia Wainhouse Research sponsored trade mission with 

US Dept. of Commerce 
19-20-21 April, Berlin Germany WR Berlin events: CSP Summit and 

Conferencing4Business conference/demo workshop 
10-12 May, Eibsee Germany   IMTC Spring 2005 Forum
13-14-15 July, Boston Massachusetts USA Wainhouse Research Summit 2005 
13-14 October, Chicago IL USA WR CSP Summit 
15-19 October, Phoenix, AZ PUG Annual Conference 
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WebMetrics Report Shows Increased Web Conferencing Likely in 2005 
Wainhouse Research’s Q4 WebMetrics report shows a large majority of the ~200 end user 
respondents indicate that audio and web conferencing minutes will increase over the next 12 
months.  64.2% expect their organizations to increase (at varying levels discussed in the 
research) their audio minutes, and 75.5% expect to increase their web conferencing minutes.  At 
the same time, 35.4% stated that they expect to pay the same or less over the same time period.  

Not a single application 
stood out as the major 
consumer of minutes, 
although sales training 
and internal meetings 
were the most popular.  
The report also explores 
how various vendors such 
as Microsoft, WebEx, 
Centra, Cisco, Oracle, and 
others are used as primary 
or secondary vendors for 
certain applications. 
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The WebMetrics report is designed to 
provide a better understanding of web 
conferencing deployment behavior, 
purchasing criteria, and channel 
preferences.  An annual subscription 

for the report series is available as well as copies of each individual quarterly report.  Complete 
information and a free report summary is available at www.wainhouse.com/webmetrics.   

 

 

New Streaming Product 
Canopus, a Japanese company best known for its 
broadcast editing, format conversion boxes, and 
display adapters, recently announced a new 
addition to the MediaEdge streaming product 
line.  The MediaEdge-LEB is a remote MPEG-1, 
2, and 4 encoding box that allows organizations 
to remotely capture streaming content for video 
on demand or for immediate re-distribution to 
PC-based viewers or digital signage devices.  
With an expected street price of around $5,000, 
the LEB can be used as a stand-alone device or 
as a part of an integrated streaming solution 
consisting of MediaEdge servers and set-top 
boxes. 

The Wainhouse Research Bulletin would like you 
to join us in thanking our 2005 sponsors who help 
keep distribution of the WRB free: 

AGT  GlowPoint
Aethra inSORS
Avaya MVC

Compunetix Polycom
Convedia ReView Video

DSTMedia TANDBERG
DyLogic V-SPAN

Espre Solutions  
The fine print: Sponsorship of the WR Bulletin in no 
way implies that our sponsors endorse the opinions 
expressed in the WRB. Nor does it imply that the 
Bulletin endorses their products or services. We remain 
an equal opportunity critic. 

 Ray.Brooksby@canopus.com

 

 
 

Visit www.wrplatinum.com

WR’s on-line content subscription service 
that provides individualized  

in-depth information and analysis  
on conferencing and collaboration 
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January SpotLights Webinar – Americas and Europe 
Recent Trends in the Web Conferencing Marketplace 
Disentangling the User’s Perspective 
Speakers: Andy Nilssen,  Senior Analyst & Partner, Wainhouse Research  
 Alan Greenberg, Senior Analyst & Consultant, Wainhouse Research 
Date: Wednesday, 19 January     
Time:  Americas – 11:00 am Eastern (New York) Click Here to Register - Americas
 Europe – 10:00 a.m. GMT (London) Click Here to Register - Europe
As can be expected with most fast-moving technologies, Web Conferencing 
users are being faced with an unprecedented number of choices and 
challenges.  To intimately understand the situation, WR analysts Andy 
Nilssen and Alan Greenberg conducted a series of in-depth surveys during 
2004 involving a panel of up to 200 users.  The results – published to 
subscribers in WR’s quarterly WebMetrics reports – reveal what users are 
thinking and uncover their behavior on a number of issues including: 
 How users and decision makers prefer to buy web conferencing, 
 What kinds of activities and applications for which they use the 

technology, 
 Deployment options including CPE, ASP, and managed services, 
 Brand preferences and awareness, 
 Features, functions, and benefits valued most, and 
 Purchasing plans going forward 

Andy and Alan promise to share a few highlights, give their perspectives on 
key trends, and unearth some 
real surprises that end users, 
service providers, and vendors 
alike will find useful.  The 
presentation will be followed 
by a Q&A session. 

Sponsored by 

 

People & Places 
ClearOne Communications, Werner Pekarek, VP operations, Tracy Bathurst, VP product line 
management. 
V-SPAN, Robert Mason has left the company. 
TANDBERG, CFO Mike Ketchum has left the company 
VCON, Gordon Daugherty has left the company 

Hot Topics on the WR Forums 
 Recording streaming 

 Webcasting companies  

 T.120 application sharing and where to from here? 

 Oracle Collaboration Suite 10g 

Join and participate  
Over 1,350 members – it’s free! 

Start your own  
forum discussion topic!!

 

© 2004 Wainhouse Research 112 Sumner Road, Brookline, MA 02445  Tel 617-975-0297 
Email to editor@wainhouse.com  Free subscriptions available at www.wainhouse.com. 
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